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Crash carts contain high-risk medical equipment, such as 
defibrillators and suction machines, so deficiencies would 
often be cited under either of the following Environment of 
Care (EC) standards:

⊲⊲ EC.02.04.01: The [organization] manages medical 
equipment risks.
⊲⊲ EC.02.04.03: The [organization] inspects, tests, and 
maintains medical equipment.
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The equipment on crash carts should be addressed in the 
organization’s written plan for managing medical equipment, 
required by EC.01.01.01, element of performance (EP) 8. The 
organization’s written policy should detail the frequency of 
inspecting the contents of medical carts, checking for expired 
supplies and medications, restocking supplies and medications as 
needed, and testing and maintaining the equipment in 
accordance with the manufacturer’s instructions for use or an 
alternative equipment maintenance program.

Crash carts are always considered to be “in use,” so a crash cart 
along a corridor wall near patient or resident rooms will not be 
cited for blocking the means of egress.
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Are crash carts and defibrillators required to be plugged into 
emergency power receptacles?

The Joint Commission does not require battery-powered 
emergency carts and defibrillators on standby for medical 
emergencies to be plugged into emergency power 
receptacles to maintain charging of the batteries; however,
this is considered best practice. The Joint Commission does 
require that a process be in place to maintain the battery 
charge during a prolonged normal electrical power outage. 
Non-battery-powered emergency carts and defibrillators
should be plugged into an emergency power receptacle 
during use. Also, be sure to follow the manufacturers’ 
instructions for use.
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Can you clarify what is required for medication security on crash carts? Is 
the use of a breakaway tag that includes a numeric identification number 
and a defined process to monitor cart integrity considered an acceptable 
approach?

The Joint Commission requires that medications be stored in a secure 
manner to prevent tampering, theft, or diversion in accordance with law 
and regulation.  Considering the intended nature and use of emergency 
carts, organizations must balance security with the requirement that 
emergency medications and their associated supplies are readily available 
when needed.  

While organizations are responsible for ensuring the security of the contents 
of an emergency cart, use of devices (such as padlocks) that could create 
delays or barriers to immediate access  to emergency medications and 
supplies is discouraged and could potentially lead surveyors to interpret 
these carts as “not readily accessible for use.”
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When a security device is used, the intent would be to use an appropriate device 
that allows the organization to detect tampering while not creating a barrier or 
delay in the staff’s ability to access the emergency supplies in the cart. Use of a 
breakaway tag with a numeric identification number is acceptable, as long as 
there is a defined process to monitor the integrity of the breakaway lock.

It is recommended that organizations conduct a risk assessment of the various 
options available for securing emergency cart contents. The results of the risk 
assessment will enable leaders to make decisions and design processes that best 
serve the delivery of safe, quality emergency care while maintaining the integrity 
of emergency medications and supplies. Note that emergency carts containing  
medications located in departments that are not staffed 24/7 must be secured in 
a locked location.
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Common problems with crash carts

• Missing, expired, damaged, contaminated, and unavailable equipment or medications
• Empty oxygen tanks
• Drained batteries on equipment or equipment failure
• Unsecured carts or carts that have been tampered with
• Carts secured with heavy-duty tape and/or padlocks that prevent immediate access
• Carts not checked or inspected according to an organization’s policies and procedures
• Carts that can’t be located because they’re not in a specified location
• Staff unfamiliar with the items commonly stored on the crash cart or procedures for using 
the cart during a life-threatening emergency
• Suction machines that don’t work or that lack critical accessories and supplies (such as 
connecting tubing, canisters, and suction catheters)
• Expired defibrillator pads
• Lack of documentation that a crash cart was checked per policy
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Best practice tips for crash carts

⊲⊲ Conduct a risk assessment, identifying crash cart issues that have occurred 
or that potentially could occur.
⊲⊲ Label each drawer of the crash cart for contents, indicating the expiration 
dates of supplies,  as applicable.
⊲⊲ Incorporate crash carts into emergency exercises and drills and simulate 
life-threatening medical emergencies such as cardiac or respiratory arrest.
⊲⊲ When training staff on how to use crash carts and the related equipment 
and supplies, validate their learning through return demonstration and hands-
on practice.
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Best practice tips for crash carts

⊲⊲ Reduce complexity through standardization and simplification; if possible, 
reduce the number of items on a cart that need to be checked.
⊲⊲ Maintain crash carts in locations that are easily accessible and make sure 
clinical staff know where they are.
⊲⊲ Create a process for restocking and replacing the contents of a crash cart 
and communicate that process to all applicable clinical staff.
⊲⊲ Make sure that your written policy or plan regarding crash carts addresses 
equipment, supplies, medications, inventory management, emergency 
protocols, training and competency of staff, emergency drills and simulation 
exercises, and assignment of responsibility for continued oversight of the process.
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